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Introduction

• What is IoT?
• Large Growth
• Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internet of Things (IoT) refers to devices that have been equipped with electronics and sensors and connected to a network (usually the internet) to communicate with each other and/or with a central servers. The field of IoT has experienced massive growth recently. Advances in processors and batteries have made computing platforms inexpensive and small, enabling applications in realms which were previously only imagined (e.g., wearable technologies and smart cities). While demand is growing for those with expertise in IoT systems, courses exploring the IoT are in their nascence. Challenges ubiquitous informationRemote control devices in the physical worldPrivacy and security on the webDearth of expertise across discipline boundariesSE – battery – machine learningCpe – radio communication, firmware programming, low power usage



IoT Course

• project-based
• Pilot
• 8 students
• Just-in-time 

problem-based 
learning

• Student 
Recreation 
Center Treadmills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project-based pilot course8 students spring 2016Demand was higher but limiting course was appropriate8 students - 4 majorsEECpECSMath3 academic levels - Sophomore, junior, and seniorCourse built upon single IoT project  - PBL, where students were given resources to learn what they did not know (student-centered learning versus instructor-centered) designing the system for wireless communication between sensors. They were also responsible for identifying patterns in the data collected and using these patterns to determine whether a treadmill was in use and if so, the type of activity (walking or running). 



Course Challenges

• When? Where? 
Context?

• Multidisciplinary
• Breadth versus depth
• Requires a holistic view
• Varied implementations
• No standard learning 

objectives or course 
outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When, where and in what context IoT should be introduced in an undergraduate curriculumRequires openness, transparency, collaboration and to involve consumersBroad set of skill sets: sensors, microcontrollers, data mining, machine learningInstructors have to compromise breadth versus depth in their teachingHolistic view of the project from sensor design to distributed processing of data to products and services



Lean Startup

• Weeks from inception 
to deployment

• Students involved in 
early stage

• Just In Time teaching
• Minimum Viable 

Product (MVP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quickly enter the build-measure-learn feedback loopStudents involved in an early stage of the course development processMVP allows scientist to either pivot or preserve product development in a cost effective mannerLean sTartup is constant trajectory correction (rocket versus car analogy)



Pilot Course

• Course content versus 
student learning

• Top-down, linear versus 
dynamic and 
unstructured

• More creative
• Make connections
• Ask more questions



Pilot Course

• Off the shelf hardware
• Multidisciplinary
• Novel content
• Machine learning
• Distributed computing
• Multiple sensor
• Sensor to sensor 

communication
• Single project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No9vel – don’t duplicate content in existing courses



Project Characteristics

• Wireless transfer of 
data

• Limited power
• Large amounts of data
• Machine Learning
• Feature Selection
• Signal Processing
• Distributed Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large amounts of real-time streaming sensor data analyzed with machine learningNo central server which expends battery power and congesting the wireless spaceSome processing on the deviceHad to be achievable in a 10 week quarter – broad to encounter characteristics but narrow enough to be achievable in the allotted time period



Project

• Put Shimmer 3 IMU sensors 
with gyroscope on treadmills

• 4 mtgs per week
• Hardware (ECE)

– Radio communication
– Compressed sensing

• Software (Math, CS)
– Bluetooth communication
– Machine Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 meetings per week – 2 subdiscipline, 2 whole group



Results

• Data features – mean, 
maximum, standard 
deviation of 
accelerometer, 
magnetometer, 
frequency and power 
spectra

• Created machine 
learning classifiers

• Used cross-validation

• Able to classify 
treadmill activity as no 
activity, running or 
walking at 98% positive 
rate

• This was done in real 
time on the treadmill



Challenges

• Importance of Power 
consumption

• Challenging creating a 
ground truth data set

• Danger of overfitting 
data

• Assessing technical 
mastery may be difficult



Conclusions

• Team teaching greatly 
reduced course burden

• Create more strategic 
framework for 
expectations

• Submit weekly progress 
memos

• Time log of activities

• Literature review
• Documentation of team 

communications
• Add data and device 

security
• Invited lectures
• Voice of the customer



Questions

www.rose-hulman.edu/~berry123
berry123@rose-hulman.edu 
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